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**Main objective** for the delivery of one video chunk:
- minimize the number of trees (packets)

**Main constraint** in the trees:
- each node should be in $K$ trees
- upload capacity constraint $c$ on nodes

\[ K = 3, c = \{2, 2, 3, 1\} \]
Multi-tree delivery (2/2)

Additional constraints

- Do not introduce much delay
  - sum of delays over all paths in any tree below $D$

- Do not introduce much packet loss
  - overall probability of all paths in any tree below $P$
Our contributions

Two algorithms:

1. without last constraints:
   an optimal $O(Kn^2)$ algorithm

2. with limited tree height:
   an efficient $O(Kn^3)$ heuristic
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Two algorithms:
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Algorithm performances depend on the context:

- over-provisioned system
  - “source rate = video rate” is achievable

- under-provisioned system
  - source has to compensate missing resources
Simulations

Video and rateless code settings:

- H.264 with bitrates from 320 kbps to 3.2 Mbps
- One chunk is one GOP: 0.5 seconds
- One UDP packet is 1,000 bytes
- Raptor code with redundancy 5%

Network and node settings:

- From 5 to 25 nodes
- Upload capacity follows log-normal distribution
  - Mean capacity is \{512, 1,024, 2,048\} kbps
- Homogeneous packet loss probability and RTT
Scalability

![Graph showing scalability analysis](image)

- Transmission rate (in kbps) vs. number of nodes
- **512 kbps** line indicates the scalability pattern
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Decoding lag

![Graph showing decoding lag with number of nodes and different bitrates](image)
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**Y-axis**: playback lag (in ms)
**X-axis**: number of nodes
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Future works

**Real implementation.** We currently have:
- a fully-developed program that just works
- some contacts with a small CDN company

**Academic work:**
- resource management for multiple flows
- more dynamic algorithms